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Steve Jobs
By Eli Ekdahl

Steve Jobs was a great inventor and was most known for the invention of the iPhone.
Steve Jobs made the world a better place with his invention of new technology and without
him the world would be a very different place. There is now a company based off him and
without him the world would be a lot less safe.
Born on February 24, 1955, Steve was adopted by Paul Reinhold and Clara Jobs. During
his childhood, he was exposed to mechanics a lot. According to the “Steve Jobs Biography,”
“Ever since a young age, Jobs was exposed to the world of mechanics.” He would
dismantle things and play with gadgets. Steve Jobs dropped out of college to continue his
creative classes.
The start of his career had him working for Atari. He developed the Digital Blue Box, the
Blue box used signalling to be able to do long distance calls much easier. This made it
possible for long distance calls to be free. According to The Steve Jobs Biography, ”It was
the positive response of the blue box that instilled in him the need to make it big in
electronics”. Jobs inventiveness led to the development of the iMac. He eventually became
the CEO of Apple. According to Steve Jobs Biography, Jobs “held the most stock in Disney
with 7% of their stock”.
Jobs started to get into the phone business with the launch of the iPhone. He continued to
revolutionize Iphone with things like an upgraded camera. According to Steve Jobs
Biography, “ The iPhone revolutionized the way the world looked towards a cellular
devices.” He also developed the ipad, a device bigger than the iphone and with a larger
battery.
Steve Jobs died on October 5, 2011 after battling pancreatic cancer. He was 56 years old
when he died and had a net worth of 10.2 billion dollars. His contribution to world was very
big. The iPhone and iMac changed the way people thought about phones and forever.
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